
When a little girl’s paper dolls are ruined by a pair of 
scissors, the dolls make their way into her memory. 

Here they are met with lots of excitement, from white 
mice to fireworks to a kind old granny.

This activity will help your child with: 
• Loss and letting go

The Paper Dolls
by Julia Donaldson & Rebecca Cobb

Helping children through life’s challenges

What you need:
• The Paper Dolls book
• Scissors
• Pens 
• Colouring pencils
• 25 minutes
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Print out the paper  
doll template and cut it out.

Think about a person who 
you would like to remember. 

Colour in and decorate your 
paper doll.

Keep the paper doll with 
any other special objects in 
a memory box. Take it out 
the box whenever you want 
to remember that person.
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Making a memory doll
Instructions

No printer?  
No problem! 

Draw an outline of a 
paper doll on some 
plain paper. Or cut out 
strips of paper and 
decorate them with 
colours and words 
that remind you of the 
person. Glue the strips 
together to form a 
memory paper chain. 



This sheet has been created by the Play team at 
Great Ormond Street Hospital to provide parents 
with tips and advice on how play can help children 
cope with every day childhood challenges.  
For more information visit gosh.org/play

interest. Create time for talk and activities that 
allow children to develop self-confidence in talking 
about themselves, their likes, families, things of 
immediate interest to them and significant personal 
memories and experiences and representing these 
things in their artwork.

Physical Development:
Explore all the physical activities in the book that 
take place in the school setting: playing with balls, 
hoops, riding bikes, building dexterity and motor 
skills by building bricks into towers, blowing bubbles 
and making movements with pom-poms. Set up 
similar activities for children in the provision 
to access, and talk with the children about what 
activities they like doing themselves. If any of the 
activities make them feel worried or nervous, support 
them in building their confidence to try new things 
and to talk about their feelings.

About Rebecca Cobb:

Rebecca Cobb is one of the most talented names 
in picture books. Since graduating from Falmouth 
College of Arts, she has created a number of 
well-received picture books, including the heart-
breakingly beautiful Missing Mummy and the 
critically acclaimed Aunt Amelia. Rebecca won the 
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize for her brilliant 
book Lunchtime and has also been shortlisted three 
times for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. In 
addition to her author-illustrated books, Rebecca has 
also collaborated with some of the best-known names 
in children’s publishing, including working with the 
inimitable Julia Donaldson on bestselling picture 
books The Paper Dolls and The Everywhere Bear. 
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Tips from the Play team

• Find a quiet space and re-read  
the book together.

• Listen to and acknowledge any 
feelings that come up, making sure  
not to dampen down any feelings.

• Acknowledge that sadness feels 
different in each person.

• Suggest decorating the paper dolls 
in certain colours that remind them 
of the person or suggest they write a 
message to them on the back of the 
paper doll. 
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Fold here

Fold here

Make your very own paper dolls
Colour in, fold and cut out these paper dolls to have an  

adventure with The Paper Dolls

www.panmacmillan.com
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